RAF REGIMENT REALISTIC JOB PROFILE DAY

RAF REGIMENT (REGT) REALISTIC JOB PROFILE DAY BRIEFING NOTE
Introduction
1.
The RAF Regt Recruitment and Selection Flight have created a Realistic Job Profile
Day visit. This visit is for potential candidates who require further information to aid in their
decision to join the RAF Regt.
Background
2.
The one day visit will be held at RAF Honington, Suffolk and will consist of the
following:
a.

RAF Regt Roles and Capabilities Brief.

b.

Heritage Centre Tour.

c.

Trainee Gunner Course brief/Junior Regiment Officers Course brief.

d.
RAF Regt Squadron Visit. To include weapons, equipment and Armoured
Fighting Vehicle displays.
3.
When. Visits are held once every month, held alongside RAF Regt Selection Courses
(AFCOs are to speak to the RAF Regt Selection Flight for dates).
4.
How to book. Potential candidates are to express their interest to their AFCO. AFCO
Staff are to email the RAF Regt at Hon-RAFRegiment@mod.gov.uk with the potential
recruit’s details. Confirmation of a booking and joining instructions will then be emailed back
to AFCO staff (contact direct from potential recruits will not be accepted).
5.

Travel. All travel arrangements are to be booked by the AFCO.

6.
Accommodation. The visit is one day and therefore overnight accommodation should
not be necessary. However, for special circumstances only, AFCO staff can arrange
accommodation for potential recruits with us.
Conclusion
7.
AFCOs are to be informed that the RAF Regt Recruitment and Selection Flight
conduct RJP Days for potential candidates who require further information to aid in their
decision in joining the Corps1. This is a voluntary course for those who wish to find out more
information about the RAF and is not a mandatory visit before applying for a career.
RAF Regt Recruitment and Selection.
1

In Jan 1942 King George VI signed a Royal Warrant for “a Corps formed as an integral part of the RAF to be created”, and
thus RAF Regiment was born.
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